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ABSTRACT
With the effects of global warming, the Arctic is presenting
a new environment where numerous ice floes are floating on the
open sea surface. Whilst this has unprecedentedly improved
Arctic shipping navigability and brought about significant
opportunities, the interaction of such floes with ships has yet to
be understood, thus hindering appropriate assessment of
corresponding ship performance. This paper presents work on
developing empirical equations to estimate the effects of such
floes on ship resistance. Based on extensive data from validated
computational simulations, the ice-floe resistance has been
shown to correlate with ship beam, ship speed, ice concentration,
ice thickness and floe diameter, and the regression powers of
each the parameter on resistance are ascertained for a container
ship. This leads to an empirical equation that can immediately
predict ice-floe resistance in a given condition. The proposed
approach has the potential to facilitate propulsion power
estimates for Arctic shipping, as well as providing valuable
insights into ship design for these environmental conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change has caused Arctic sea ice to melt
dramatically, in turn causing an extensive transition from levelice coverage to broken ice-floe fields and open water [1]. The
changing conditions make the Arctic more accessible to ships,
with new waterways allowing improved access for oil and gas
extraction, mining, fishing and tourism. In addition, there are two
major cargo-shipping routes becoming viable: the Northwest
Passage (NWP) and the Northern Sea Route (NSR), alternatives
to the Panama and Suez canals to connect Europe, Asia and
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America. Compared with current routes, both new routes can
reduce travel distance by up to 40%, leading to substantial fuel,
cost, time and emission savings [2].
There have been a significant number of complete transits
via the emerging Arctic sea routes. In 2019 alone, 24 and 35 ships
transited through the NWP and NSR respectively, and there were
over 2000 cargo voyages completed via the NSR [3, 4]. Multiple
predictive models have indicated an ongoing increase in the scale
of shipping through these routes [5]. These trends are attracting
special research interests in Arctic shipping, one of which is to
identify potential ice conditions and conduct corresponding ship
design and power estimates.
Traditional polar ship design has focused on the level-ice
condition, as the Arctic region tended to be covered by
consolidated ice all year round and was only accessible to
icebreakers. A large number of models were developed to
formulate the ice-breaking process so as to predict the ice
resistance on ships [6–8]. These models have been widely
applied in practice and evolved into international guidelines,
such as the Finnish-Swedish Ice Class Rules [9].
However, completed voyages in the Arctic have reported
very different conditions from the traditional level-ice. The
emerging shipping routes are observed to be dominated by
broken ice floes, especially during the summer season [1]. The
floating floes can be of a range of sizes, and the water surface is
only partly covered by ice. In addition, those floes tend to be
circular under the effect of wave wash and floe–floe collisions,
thus known as pancake ice, as shown in Figure 1. Despite certain
level ice can still be encountered then ice-breaker assistance
would be needed [10], such ice-floe conditions are navigable for
commercial ships designed for open water, thus it has become an
important future scenario for Arctic shipping.
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The process of a ship advancing in floating ice floes can be
summarised as the following ship-wave-ice interaction: ship
advancement generates waves; waves interact with ice floes; ice
floes make contact with each other and with the ship. In this
scenario, sailing ships tend to push the floes aside rather than
break them [11], which means that the mechanism of ice
resistance on the ship is different from in level ice. In other
words, existing resistance predictions for the level-ice condition
may not be applicable for the new Arctic shipping condition. For
ship resistance in broken ice floes, Guo et al. [12], Luo et al. [13]
and Kim et al [14] conducted model tests to acquire data.
Woolgar and Colbourne [15] presented regression analyses
based on experimental data to derive the relationship of ice-floe
load on a moored vessel with ice drift speed, ice friction, floe
size and ice concentration; however, as their tests were
conducted to study ice loads on a moored structure, the examined
ice speed conditions are very small compared with normal
shipping speeds, thus those relationships cannot be directly
applied to ship resistance in ice floes, since ship-generated waves
were negligible in their scenario. On the whole, related research
in floe ice is still very scarce, partially because the topic is new
rising, also due to the prohibitive costs and complexity of ice
experiments involving parameter matrices.
In such a context, Huang et al. [16, 17] developed a highfidelity computational model using a combined CFD & DEM
(Computational Fluid Dynamics and Discrete Element Method)
approach that is able to simulate the operation of a ship in
floating ice floes, as shown in Appendix Figure I-II. This
approach benefits from CFD that can obtain fully nonlinear fluid
solutions, as well as DEM that can solve solid contacts, and
experiments have confirmed the accuracy of this approach in
predicting the ice-floe resistance. Moreover, ship and ice
parameters such as hull form, ship speed and ice dimensions can
be easily changed, thus allowing the consideration of extensive
input combinations.
Despite the affordability of computational simulation, it
may be impractical to run a simulation each time a power
estimate is needed. Therefore, there is the need to develop
empirical equations for the immediate estimation of ice
resistance for a given condition. One particular example is the
Arctic Voyage Planning Tool (VPT). The VPT, with the purpose
of improving the safety and efficiency of cargo vessels operating
in the Arctic, is designed as planning and optimisation of the
routes in ice-infested waters, as developed by Li et al. [18, 19].
Such VPTs especially need a real-time estimate of ice resistance
for each potential route to provide decision-making support for
the crew.
For this purpose, this paper presents a subsequent work
based on the approach of Huang et al. [17]. In the remainder of
this paper, simulation results with varying input parameters will
be presented followed by the derivation of an empirical equation
of ice-floe resistance (Rice) for a container ship. Particularly, a
non-dimensional derivation process will be presented, which can
be easily applied to other candidate ships. The extrapolation from
model-scale ice resistance to full-scale will also be discussed.

FIGURE 1: A ship advancing in floating ice floes (photo credit:
Alessandro Toffoli).

2. PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS
A modern container ship model, KRISO Container Ship
(KCS), was adopted as the candidate ship for this study. KCS is
a typical container ship model employed in the field of numerical
simulations, and there are experimental data of water resistance
and ice-floe resistance available for validating computational
models [12, 20]. The hull parameters are summarised in Table 1.
Prior to this work, the approach of Huang et al. [17] has been
proved accurate on predicting both water and ice resistance for
KCS, as presented in Figure 2.
The KCS hull is placed in the CFD & DEM model [17] to
simulate its advancement in pancake ice, in which: (a) a standard
CFD model for ship advancement in open water is applied to
obtain fluid solution, including the ship-generated wave; (b)
DEM is used to model ice floes (assumed to be rigid disks) as
well as their collisions with the ship and nearby floes [21], and
those floes obtain fluid force from the CFD solution so that the
ship-wave-ice coupling is achieved [22]; (c) floe-distribution
algorithms were developed to enable the import of natural icefloe fields into the CFD & DEM model, thus the floes are
randomly distributed and of a range of sizes according to field
measurements, as presented in Appendix Figure I-II.
Based on extensive simulations considering various
environmental variables, the most influential parameters on Rice
have been identified. They are ship beam, ship speed, ice
concentration, ice thickness and floe size, as introduced in Table
2. The relationship of Rice with these parameters was studied by
running simulations while only varying a specific parameter with
certain increments. An example is shown in Figure 3, by which
the ship speed and ice concentration were examined in certain
ranges to obtain their regression powers, turning out to be 1.2
and 1.5 respectively. Similarly, the relationships of Rice with ship
beam, ice thickness and floe size were found to be linear, as
plotted in Figure 4-6.
The obtained powers of ship speed and floe size are very
close to the results of Woolgar and Colbourne [15] (1.2 against 1
and 1 against 0.9), and the power of ice concentration is slightly
lower than that obtained by Guo et al. [12] (1.5 against 2). The
power of ice thickness is studied for the first time for floe-ice,
while the unit power of ice thickness has also been shown in
level-ice and brash-ice conditions [7, 22]. The linear relationship
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of ship beam can be attributed to a changed contact surface
between ship and ice, as the contacts mainly happen over the ship
waterline. This makes ship beam an essential parameter and
suggests relatively slender ship design may be more suitable for
the ice-floe condition.

TABLE 1: Main dimensions of the KCS hull.
Parameter

Symbol

Model scale

Full scale

Length between
perpendiculars (m)

Lpp

4.367

230.0

Waterline beam (m)

B

0.611

32.2

Draught midships (m)

T

0.205

10.8

Trim angle (rad)

q

0.0

0.0

Block coefficient (-)

CB

0.651

0.651

Sw

3.435

8992.0

Wetted surface area

(m2)

FIGURE 3: Ice-floe resistance in varying ice concentrations and
ship speeds, obtained when h = 0.02 m.

TABLE 2: Essential variables for Rice.
Parameter
Ship beam
Ship speed
Ice
concentration
Ice thickness
Aspect ratio
Ice density

Definition
Maximal width on the
ship's design waterline
Straight-line speed
The proportion of a
certain sea surface
covered by ice
The average thickness
of all floes
The ratio of a floe’s
diameter to its thickness
Assume its value for all
ice is 900

Symbol
B

[unit]
[m]

V
C

[m*s-1]
[-]

h

[m]

AR

[-]

ρice

[kg*m-3]

FIGURE 2: Experimental [12] and computational total
resistance of model-scale KCS operating in ice concentration
60% and 70%, alongside the water component.

FIGURE 4: Ice-floe resistance as a function of ship beam
(normalised by the design beam), obtained when Fr = 0.18 and h
= 0.02 m.

FIGURE 5: Ice-floe resistance in varying ice thickness,
obtained when Fr = 0.15.
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FIGURE 6: Ice-floe resistance as a function of floe size (floe
diameters in [12] globally scaled by a factor), obtained when Fr
= 0.15 and h = 0.02 m.

FIGURE 7: Ice-floe resistance calculated by simulations (dots)
and Equation (3) (lines), for KCS hull at model scale, when h =
0.02 m.

3. EQUATION DERIVATION
Rice is first expressed using parameters shown in Table 2.
This gives:
𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴 × 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑎 × 𝐵𝑏 × ℎ𝑐 × 𝑉 𝑑 × 𝐶 𝑚 ×
𝑛
𝐴𝑅 , where A is a coefficient dependent on the specific ship.
Subsequently, using a standard non-dimensional method to fit
the units of both sides, it gives: a = 1, b + c = 2 and d = 2, thus,

4. FULL-SCALE EXTRAPOLATION
The computational modelling was conducted in model scale
to allow validation against experiments, so it is of importance to
discuss how the 𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒 results can be applied to full scale. For
ship resistance in open water (Rwater), the derivation of formulae
from model tests usually need to apply the ITTC extrapolation
procedure [25], since it is impossible to ensure Froude and
Reynolds numbers are equal in both full scale and model scale,
in which, the former governs gravity/inertia (waves) forces and
the latter dictates viscous forces. Rwater can be divided into a wave
component and a friction component; in model tests, scaling
based on a consistent Froude number is practical, which scales
the wave component correctly while brings about certain errors
within the friction component due to a changed Reynolds
number. The latter may be corrected using the ITTC method [25].
Similarly, for the extrapolation of ice resistance, Froude and
Cauchy numbers shall be equal in both full scale and model scale
[26]; the latter relates to the elasticity of ice, ensuring the elastic
reaction forces of ice are correctly scaled, which is essential in
accurately representing the ice-breaking process. However, in
the present ice-floe case, in principle floating ice floes are pushed
away rather than broken by the ship, so those floes can be
assumed to be rigid [11], thus the Cauchy number is consistent
and does not need relevant corrections. Therefore, the present
work proposes that Equation (3) can be directly applied to full
scale, as the non-dimensional derivation has already kept the
expression in line with the Froude’s law. An example of Rice
prediction in full scale is shown in Figure 8, which could be
further examined by full-scale measurements/simulations in
future work.

𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴 × 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒 × 𝐵𝑏 × ℎ𝑐 × 𝑉2 × 𝐶𝑚 × 𝐴𝑅𝑛

(1)

Based on the regression powers shown for B, h, C and AR,
b =1, c =1, m = 1.5 and n = 1. Since the power of speed was
found to be 1.2, while its unit-based power is 2, a nondimensional parameter Froude number (Fr = V/√𝑔 × 𝐿𝑝𝑝 ) is
introduced to fulfil both the power and unit; thereby the power
of Fr derives to be -0.8, thus:
𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴 × 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒 × 𝐵 × ℎ × 𝑉2 × 𝐶1.5 × 𝐹𝑟−0.8 × 𝐴𝑅

(2)

As ice floes in a certain region are of different sizes, the AR
of each floe can be different. Thus, an average AR of 10 is used
according to field measurements [24]. This value of AR can
merge into the coefficient A.
Afterwards, the KCS parameters are inserted and then A
was found to be 0.17. Thus, the derived equation for ice
resistance in this case is as follows:
𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 0.17 × 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒 × 𝐵 × ℎ × 𝑉 2 × 𝐶 1.5 × 𝐹𝑟 −0.8

(3)

Equation (3) can provide relatively accurate predictions for
ice resistance, as shown in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 8: Ice-floe resistance predicted by the empirical
equation, for KCS hull at full scale, when h = 0.5 m.

5.CONCLUSIONS
The reduction in sea ice has resulted in increased
navigability for commercial ships in the Arctic, whilst also
presenting a new environmental condition – floating ice floes.
To address this emerging scenario, this paper provided an
attempt to derive equations for ship resistance when operating in
such floes. The equation enables the immediate prediction of icefloe resistance on a given ship and in a given ice condition, which
exactly fits the need for Arctic voyage planning tools [18, 19]
that can estimate fuel consumption and determine optimal
shipping routes.
This work also provides insights into ship interactions with
ice floes, assessing the influence of ship/ice parameters on the
ice resistance. Particularly, the flexibility of the simulation
approach allows easy modifications to the ship geometry, by
which the influence of ship beam on the ice resistance was
ascertained for the first time. Future work could investigate more
advanced hull parameters, e.g. foreship shape near waterline
[27], stem angle [28], bulb shape [29]; these parameters dictate
the ship-ice contact surface and are important for corresponding
ship design. In addition, this study is limited to a single vessel
type, i.e. a container ship. The proposed approach is intended to
be further applied to obtain empirical equations for other hull
types. On the other hand, despite the consensus that large-scale
Arctic shipping involving ice floes will occur soon, studies on
the present problem are still rare and there is a scarcity of
field/experimental data.
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APPENDIX. COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS

(a) Ice concentration = 30%

(b) Ice concentration = 50%
FIGURE I: Simulation view of a ship advancing in floating ice
floes, with different ice concentrations applied.

(a) Floe diameters same as in [12]

(b) Floe diameters are 60% of those in [12]

(c) Floe diameters are 20% of those in [12]
FIGURE II: Simulation view of a ship advancing in floating ice
floes, with different floe sizes applied.
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